The clinimetrics of hypokinesia in Parkinson's disease: subjective versus objective assessment.
In this study we evaluate the feasibility of measures that reflect different characteristics of motor activity and immobility in the objective quantification of hypokinesia. Because by definition hypokinesia can only be assessed over a period of time, continuous activity monitoring was used during 5 successive days in the home setting in 64 patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) and 104 healthy elderly subjects. In the patients we also evaluated the relation between the monitor measures and subjective measures of hypokinesia and age. Compared to the healthy elderly subjects, PD patients have a decreased activity level, increased proportion of time without movement, elevated mean duration of immobility, and decreased percentage of short-lasting immobility periods. Differences between both groups were most prominent for those measures that incorporate or reflect immobility. Moreover, in the PD patients the mean duration of immobility and percentage of short-lasting immobility periods show an apparent lack of relation with age and clinical ratings obtained from the UPDRS. In conclusion, our findings underscore the poor representation of hypokinesia in the UPDRS and value of objective quantification of this fundamental impairment of PD.